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In February, the Museum of the American Revolution will open in Philadelphia. One of the exhibits will 

be George Washington’s tent. This is the tent he used while on the battlefield during the Revolutionary 

war.  

 

A special, sealed and conditioned room has been build to house the tent, with a large glass wall between 

the visitor and the artifact.  

 

The presentation of the artifact will include multimedia, scrims, video, audio and lighting. The goal is to 

present the story of the time during which GW used this tent. This will include theatrical lighting that 

will utilize various colors, angles, and textures to create the most dramatic impact as part of the show.  

 

However, all these techniques present a number of issues;  

 

• Total light exposure.  

• Use of color (and therefore spikes in specific wavelengths) on an artifact.  

• Measuring illuminance using a color spectrometer (standard light meters do not work)  

• Calculating exposure over time (depending on how long a “cue” is up, how long a show is, how many 

shows per day, how many days per year, etc.  

• Variations in exposure caused by textured light.  

• Limited lighting positions to protect the artifact from falling material (including wrenches during 

focus).  

• How colored light may or may not reveal “patches” in the artifact.  

• Proximity of fixtures to the artifact, and concerns about radiant heat and electrical sparks or fires.  

• Changes in the environmental temperature based on fluctuations in the lighting.  

• Quality of Color rendering using color mixing fixtures (RGBL)  

• Manipulating visual perception at low light levels  

• Measuring UV in LEDs (no, they are NOT all UV free)  

 



The exhibit opens in April, but this exhibit is expected to be complete early March.  

 

I have done a similar project, the Gettysburg Cyclorama, a few years ago, with similar concerns, but this 

one is even more complicated and demanding."  

 

Learning Points  

 

• Lighting an historic artifact with theatrical techniques  

• Measuring illuminance of colored light  

• Calculating annual exposure under show conditions  

• Conservation requirements of priceless artifacts  

• Conservation challenges using non-museum standard lighting techniques  

 

 


